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Impact Plate Test Problem Wayne Weseloh (X-Division, LANL) & Fady Najjar (B-Division, LLNL) LLNL-TR-NNNNNN 1. Problem Definition
A flyer plate composed of 2024 Aluminum is moving at a fixed velocity (U0 = 0.180 cm/µs) towards a target composed of Tantalum. The Tantalum target is at rest (v=0 cm/µs). The key objective of the proposed test problem (TP) is to verify Staggered Grid Hydrocodes (SGH) for metal impact with elastic collision and evaluate slide treatment as well as advection schemes. Figure 1 shows a schematic of the suggested problem configuration. The proposed test problem will compute and compare the following quantities: 1. the shock pressure generated in the two materials at the interface due to impact, 2. the shock speed moving in each material Objective is to perform hydro computations of the flyer plate impact until . The computational domain is defined as follows:
(i) x--direction: --1.025, +1.025 cm (ii) y--direction: 0.0, 0.025 cm (iii) z--direction: 0.0, 0.025 cm (for 3--D) Aluminum flyer plate extends from [--1.025,--0.025]cm and Tantalum plate extends from [0.025,+1.025]cm. The initial gap separating the plates extends over a distance of 0.05cm. This prevents the materials from interacting at the start of the simulation. The initial mesh resolution consists of 40 zones in each material. Eulerian/ALE simulations will have a void material in the gap separating the plates; while Lagrangian computations will use slide surfaces. The plates collide at the simulation time of t = 0.05 cm/0.18 cm/µs = 0.277778µs. The following boundary conditions are imposed:
(a) Slide surfaces at material interface in x for Lagrangian mode, symmetry planes at x=--1.025cm and +1.025cm (b) Symmetry planes at y = 0 & 0.025cm (c) Symmetry planes at z = 0 & 0.025 cm (for 3--D) The initial conditions are imposed as follows: 1. Density: ρ1 = 2.785 g/cc; ρ2 = 16.654 g/cc 2. Velocity Components: u1 = 0.18 cm/µs; u2=v1=v2=w1=w2 = 0.0 3. Energy: e1 = e2 = 0 The masses for each plate are: MAl = 1.740625 mg; MTa = 10.403125 mg. These values will be used to verify that the initial masses are properly set.
EOS Model:
The material EOS is based on a Gruneisen model with the following values Hence, the Gruneisen EOS model reduces to:
Strength Model
The material 
Analytical Solution
The collision of the two plates will form a shock in the Tantalum whose Hugoniot is:
The collision will also form a shock in the Aluminum whose Hugoniot is:
The pressures and particle velocities are the same at the materials interface; the two Hugoniot equations can be equated. This leads to: Solving the quadratic yields one positive root of the particle velocity:
The pressure can be directly computed from either Hugoniot with the following value:
The shock velocities in the Aluminum and Tantalum are then obtained:
The two shocks will be moving in opposite directions. It should be noted that the analytical solution does not account for any material strength.
Proposed Simulations and Analysis:
Perform Hydro calculations for the geometry described in Section 1 and compute the Pressure as well as the shock velocities. Six Lagrangian tracer (marker) particles will be defined in the simulation. 
